The FEL (AF-4) protein donates transcriptional activation sequences to Hrx-Fel fusion proteins in leukemias containing T(4;11)(Q21;Q23) chromosomal translocations.
The t(4;11) chromosomal translocation marks a subset of acute lymphoblastic and secondary myeloid leukemias. It results in the fusion of the FEL (AF-4) gene on chromosome band 4q21 with the HRX (MLL) gene on chromosome band 11q23. This translocation results in the expression of fusion transcripts from both translocated chromosomes, with the derivative 11 product (fusing the amino-terminal third of the Hrx protein to the C-terminal two-thirds of the Fel protein) thought to be involved in leukemic transformation. The mechanism of transformation by Hrx-Fel in leukemic cells, however, is unknown and the specific leukemogenic contributions of Fel have not been defined. In this study, we demonstrate that Fel is capable of activating transcription from a minimal adenoviral E1b promoter as a Gal4-Fel fusion protein in transient transcriptional assays. The Fel transactivating sequences were localized to amino acids 365-572 which are consistently retained by Hrx-Fel fusion proteins created by t(4;11) translocations in leukemias. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the transactivation properties of Fel vary in different cell types. While Gal4-Fel constructs strongly activated transcription in Cos-7 cells and the MCF-7 breast tumor cell line, they displayed low to no activity in the precursor B-cell line REH, breast tumor cell line Gl-101A and epithelial-derived A431 cells. These data are consistent with a potential role of Hrx-Fel as a chimeric transcription factor in which Fel contributes transcriptional effector properties and suggest the requirement for cell-specific accessory factors.